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Abstract—The de velopment of the Sámi’s own schooling system has been hindered by the history of 

assimilation, colonialism, and power relations. In Finland, there is no model of an independent Sámi School 
that is based on the Sámi culture. In this article, opinions of the experts of Sámi education (N=64) on the model 

of a possible Sámi School and its core obstacles and methods of development are introduced. The data were 

collected through individual writings and group discussions. Sámi education should hold a more autonomous 

position and it should have a special Sámi curriculum where the Sámi language would have a central role. The 

macro level of education should be developed so that sovereign Sámi education could be realized. An 
attitudinal change is also called for in order to perceive the importance and special nature of Sámi education. 

A model of a Sámi drum that strengthens the position of Sámi education is introduced as the conclusion. 

 

Index Terms—Sámi education, Sámi pedagogy, cultural sensitivity in education, S ámi teachers, indigenous 
culture, indigenous teachers 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The first national Sámi Pedagogy Conference was held in Inari, Finnish Lapland, in 8-9 December 2011. The 

conference was organized by units that provide Sámi research and education: University of Lap land, Regional State 

Admin istrative Agency of Lapland, The Sámi Education Institute and Giellagas Institute. The purpose was to gather 

Sámi-speaking teachers and educational authorities of the Sámi administrative district an d discuss the connection 

between research and education. The aim was to listen to experts of Sámi education and try to figure out means to 

support their role and to develop pedagogical methods in Sámi teaching. This article includes analyses of schooling 

questions in the field  of Sámi education in  Finland but the issue as such is of importance for ind igenous peoples’ 

possibilit ies to develop their culture sensitive teaching based on their own circumstances. 

This article is a part of the authors’ joint project that aims at developing northern teacher education and which is a 

part of the Love-based leadership – interdisciplinary approach research project (see University of Lapland, 2011). 

Kaarina Määttä works as the professor of educational psychology at the University of Lapland and has supervised 

dozens of doctoral theses, including Pigga Keskitalo’s and Satu Uusiautti’s theses. University of Lapland provides 

teacher education and one of the strategic emphases of the university is the northern dimension as th e strength. Dr. 

Keskitalo has worked in the field of Sámi teacher education, in Kautokeino, Norway, for years. She is a Sámi teacher 

and researcher interested in developing culturally  relevant education. Dr. Uusiautti works as a post -doc researcher at the 

University of Lapland and her special field is in  human strengths and positive strategies that enhance human well-being 

at various areas of life. As a research group, we form a team of experts who share a desire to create models that could 

further development of teaching and education. Educational research supports intercultural dialogue that we wanted to 

participate in through writing back together idea. It is important to share the information with the community —both the 

mainstream society and the Sámi co mmunit ies—through scientific research. 

Indigenous cultures, languages and ways of life are under constant threat of discrimination and lack educational 

opportunities. Giving voice to experts of indigenous peoples’ education is important when aiming at promoting 

development that respects indigenous peoples’ values and traditions. We support the idea that the aim of educational 

research is to support and protect human rights and fundamental freedom and right to pursue social and economic 

development. 

II.  THE PRESENT STATUS OF SÁMI EDUCATION 

The Sámi fo rm a heterogeneous group of approximately 70,000–100,000 people (depending on the method of 

assessment) who share linguistic ties and some cultural features. The Sámi live in a wide area called Sápmi which  
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means the geographical area populated traditionally by the Sámi. The Sámi residential area expands to the northern 

regions of Norway, Sweden, Fin land, and the Kola Peninsula of Russia, and the border area between south and middle 

Sweden and Norway. At the moment, nine d ifferent language groups are left  in the Sámi reg ions of the Nordic countries 

and Russia. The Sámi languages are categorized as endangered (Magga et al., 2005). 

The Constitution of Fin land section 17 says that the Sámi, as an indigenous people, as well as the Roma and other 

groups, have the right to maintain and develop their own language and culture. Provisions for the Sámi’s right to use the 

Sámi language with authorities are laid down by an act in the Sámi domicile area and in court and with other authorities. 

Enontekiö, Inari, northern Sodankylä (Vuotso area), and Utsjoki municipalities form the Sámi domicile area in Fin land 

(Constitution of Fin land, 1999; see Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. The Sámi domicile area in Finland and its neighboring countries. 

 

Of the countries with a Sámi population, Norway has developed Sámi education the most. In the Sámi admin istrative 

district of Norway, the Sámi have a special Sámi comprehensive school that follows a Sámi curriculum with the 

emphasis on the idea of mult icultural, integrated school. In Fin land, Sámi education is organized so that schools follow 

the national Finnish curriculum and Sámi ch ildren study together with Finnish children in the same schools. Separate 

Sámi grades are arranged in the Sámi domicile area. Sámi children are taught the Sámi language for two hours a week 

outside the Sámi domicile area. Yet , about 75 % of under-10-year-o ld Sámi-speaking child ren live outside traditional 

area and lack proper support and strong pedagogy for their native language. 

III.  METHODS 

The data were obtained at the Sámi Pedagogy Conference among people who work with Sámi education. The 

participants of the research (N= 64) participated in the conference and were asked to share their e xperiences of Sámi 

education. The participants were teachers from the schools and daycare centers of the Sámi domicile area, local school 

authorities and representatives of the Finnish and Norwegian  Sámi Parliaments and higher education. In this art icle, we 

call them experts of Sámi education just to have a common name for the participants of the research. 

This article answers two main questions: 

(1) What are the most salient d isincentives to the realization of Sámi pedagogy in the opinions of the experts o f Sámi 

education? 

(2) How could the originality of Sámi pedagogy be furthered according to the perceptions of the experts of Sámi 

education? 

Adhering to the abovementioned research questions, the empirical data were obtained in three phases. The 

participants first answered the first question by listing factors that they thought that could hinder or impede the 

realization of Sámi pedagogy. The participants were asked to write as many -sided and ample list as possible. Factors 

from the questionnaires were grouped by the researchers after which the second data were gathered through group 

interviews: the participants were divided into groups of 6-10 that were asked to discuss the second research question, 

the means of removing the obstacles of the realization of Sámi pedagogy. At the third phase, groups introduced their 

discussions to other conference participants and the plenary speakers summed up the themes.  

Research involving indigenous people is being undertaken by researchers, who bring forward worldviews tha t shape 

the approach of the research, the theoretical and conceptual frameworks, and the epistemology, methodology, and ethics. 

Many times such research bridges western practices and indigenous knowledge; however, bringing together these two 

worldviews can also present challenges. It might be challenging to find a way of bringing together Indigenous ways of 

knowing and western ways of conducting research, specifically qualitative inquiry. (Lavallée , 2009.) We try to meet 
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this challenge as a research team that consists of both indigenous and non-indigenous researchers. We as researchers are 

aware of our position and want to show humble respect for this task. Yet, we want to  share our experiences and 

expertise to develop the field through our collaboration. Simultaneously, we are aware that there are educational 

developmental projects going on in each country with a Sámi population. We want to contribute to this discussion and 

to the growing scholarly work of bridging indigenous ways of knowing and western prin ciples (see Smith, 1999). 

We applied here the qualitative content analysis method with emphases on taking account indigenous research 

framework (see Smith, 1999). The results from indiv idual writ ings and group discussions were transcribed. The data 

were analyzed  with qualitative methods: qualitative content analysis was applied to categorize the data into themes that 

emerged from the answers, such as lack of teachers or the influence of the national curriculum as disincentives and 

cultural-sensitive teaching arrangements and the Sámi curriculum as factors that promote Sámi education. Finally, the 

results were put together and illustrated in the form of a Sámi drum. Part icipants’ writ ings varied from a 15-item list of 

problemat ic issues to a short list of five issues. The group discussions provided a holistic exposition of the second 

research theme. 

Qualitative data come in the form of words rather than in numbers. The issue, then, is how these words were 

transformed into data analysis (Silverman, 2005). Because the form or the contents of the participants’ lists and 

interviews, the most natural way of analyzing the data was inductive content analysis. The purpose of qualitative 

inductive content analysis is to describe the data verbally and to create a theoret ical entity of the phenomenon. 

As the data collection happened in a special situation, it  is worth discussing some reliability issues. Participants could 

write their answers to the first research question anonymously without the fear of becoming recognized . In  group 

discussion, individual viewpoints were not in that central ro le as the purpose of the groups was to bring out common 

perspectives on the developmental work.  

Because of the special focus of the conference, the participants already had a certain b ias. However, these 

participants were unquestionably experts who know the field, its problems and opportunities. Therefore, they seemed to 

be not only suitable but also quite a special and unique group of informants and their experiences were considered th e 

most valuable. As far as we know, these Sámi educators’ voices have not brought out before on this large scale in 

Fin land. The data collected among these participants make a significant add to the discussion about indigenous peoples’ 

education. 

IV.  RESULTS 

A.  Disincentives to the Realization of Sámi Pedagogy 

The participants list included disincentives to the realization of Sámi pedagogy and they could be categorized into ten 

categories. 

1) Economic resources 

The learn ing material office of the Sámi Parliament is responsible for the learn ing material production in the Sámi 

language. The state subsidy covers teachers’ hiring costs for the municipalities that provide Sámi-speaking teaching and 

the teaching of Sámi language in the Sámi domicile area. These municipalities get other state subsidies, too, and 

municipalities are responsible for the practical expenses of education such as acquisitions of teaching materials and 

other relative costs, such as excursions. 

Many participants brought out that Sámi education requires resources and consequently also financial support. Being 

such a small and special target group, finding finance from the schools’ and municipalities’ pocket can be difficult. 

Participants’ answers highlighted the need for two  kinds of extra-resources: extra-investment to ensure the cultural 

content so that particular pedagogical practices could be changed at the teaching level and on the other hand, support 

and understanding is needed so that teachers could participate in further education. Th is was expressed, for example, as 

follows: 

Municipal authorities do not always understand that Sámi education costs if the aim is to realize Sámi education 

within its own cultural context. 

Distances are long and means of communication  are often difficult. Collaboration with parents and other partners, 

such as extra resources in teaching personnel, causes extra-costs:  

Co-operation with parents requires travelling and money. 

If we are to exit the classroom, we need a ride, money, and permission. 

Likewise, school heads’, rectors’, and teachers’ actual train ing can be impeded by the lack of train ing appropriations. 

Usually, Sámi teachers’ continuing train ing is free of charge. However, the municipalities normally have to cover 

teachers’ travelling expenses. 

2) Teachers’ loneliness and isolation 

Sámi teachers work often alone, far away, and apart. They have a huge responsibility to bear. Yet, the support they 

get at the school level varies.  In this research, experts of Sámi education listed various measures of support that are 

needed: a forum where teachers could share experiences and a system that would support Sámi education in a holistic 

manner. 
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Often, communicat ion happens via internet but internet connections do not always work in schools no r can they 

compensate face-to-face meet ings. In addition, teachers do not have time or resources to coordinate these measures of 

support by themselves but separate actions are needed. 

Although we do have distance education, the network does not work in a sufficiently flexible way. 

The lack of co-operation occurred at many levels from the school and municipal levels to the state and international 

levels. The field of Sámi education is relatively scattered, unorganized, and politically unstandardized. A polit ical 

program for Sámi education is missing. In addition to the Saami Parliamentary Council, Norwegian, Swedish, and 

Finnish Saami Parliaments have entered developmental needs of Sámi education.  However, any actual measures to 

harmonize educational issues or practical co-operation at the comprehensive school level have not succeeded: 

It would necessitate a great, revolutionary change in the whole school organization: every level, all the way from the 

director of education to teachers. 

3) Bias and lack of informat ion 

To realize Sámi education adequately, a  more positive attitude and more informat ion about the special traits of Sámi 

education are needed. Many of the participants highlighted the importance of having a clear definit ion of Sámi 

pedagogy because otherwise it is not possible to implement it : 

We do not have enough training to know what Sámi pedagogy is. 

We should know what we mean by Sámi pedagogy, in other words we need training. 

It is not enough that teachers are aware of the concept. The general attitude, support, and understanding are crucial as 

well. Some part icipants also expressed their concern about the lack of societal appreciat ion, prejudices, and even the 

envy of mainstream population.  

It seemed that some people in schools and communit ies did not understand the meaning of positive discrimination for 

Sámi education. Resulting from assimilation, the Sámi have lost some of their linguistic and cu ltural special 

characteristics including their traditional knowledge system, and that has affected the economic-social well-being of 

individuals and communit ies. It  takes time to remedy the situation. However, the extra support Sámi education needs is 

often denied at the municipal decision-making level o r at school level by teachers: 

Lack of general appreciation of Sámi pedagogy at school. 

Due to lack of information, some people may consider Sámi education even a threat. Prejudices may be based on the 

more general d isdain toward mult iculturalis m and mult ilingualism: 

Lack of pluralism. How to live in a pluralist manner? 

Attitudes and strain from the environment: what knowledge/skills are important and appreciated? 

4) Lack of qualified Sámi teachers  

The number of Sámi teachers is low and most of them will retire in the near future. Many of the participants were 

concerned of the availability of qualified Sámi teachers: 

Lack of skillful teachers, multiply skilled persons. 

Lack of qualified Sámi-speaking teachers. 

At the moment, Sámi-speaking teachers are being educated in many institutions. In Finland, there are special quotas 

for Sámi-speaking teacher students at the Universities of Lapland and Oulu. Norway has provided special Sámi-

speaking teacher training already since 1989. Otherwise, it is possible to have the Sámi language as a major in Oulu, 

Tromsø, Norway, and Umeå, Sweden. Some studies in Sámi language are provided by the University of Helsinki, 

Fin land, as well. 

5) Lack of Sámi pupils  

Furthermore, there is lack of Sámi pupils and age groups are small. Often, their school commutes are very long. In  

addition, it is difficult to reach Sámi children who live in the southern Finland. On the other hand, teaching is not even 

always availab le. Therefore, they have not participated in Sámi education sufficiently.  

Reaching Sámi children who live outside the Sámi domicile area is problematic because there is no system to remedy 

the problem. 

Most of the Sámi-speaking child ren do not have Sámi-speaking teaching outside the official Sámi domicile area. The 

situation is extremely  threatening for the continuity of Sámi language. Many generations are lost and proper 

revitalization measures have not been launched yet systematically and extensively enough. 

6) The chains of the national core curriculum 

In Finland, the national core curriculum for comprehensive schools has been appraised even internationally. However,  

according to the participants in this research, it does not pay attention to the special traits of Sámi culture. St ill, all 

schools are obliged to follow the national core curriculum: 

The control: laws and decrees control the Finnish school system that also the Sámi education has to follow . 

Finns believe that the Finnish school is the best as is; they think that if you do not study along the Finnish model, you 

will not succeed. 

Sámi teachers are between a rock and a hard place: even if they wanted to teach according to the principles of Sámi 

pedagogy, they would have to sacrifice the national core curriculum.  

Although the curriculum is meant to support and guide teaching, Sámi teachers regarded it as restricting. L ikewise, 

the time for teaching is limited: 
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There is not enough time to plan teaching alone and together. 

Sámi education is often in a contradictory situation: which one is more important —Sáminess or realization of the 

obligatory curriculum? 

7) Restrict ing and inflexib le p ractical teaching arrangements 

In this research, experts of Sámi education pointed out that teaching practices are based on the traditional Finnish 

classroom teaching which is usually teacher-led and organized into 45-minute-long lessons. 

Time problem: the lesson is 45 minutes, 6 hours a day. 

The culture of working along (1 teacher per classroom). 

The Sámi’s d ifferent conception of t ime cannot be implemented in the trad itional lesson and semester model. Not 

only teacher colleagues but also pupils find it  difficult to be flexib le. Sámi model would have student- and task-oriented 

way of organizing lessons and breaks and semesters. 

Too deep-rooted models control the school system too much. 

The Finnishnized school—too much classroom teaching when we should design teaching together with all classes, in 

themes. 

Time is bound to other teachers’ lessons; we would need time for projects but they are difficult to realize because 

there are other subjects, e.g. English, and other teachers would not like that. 

8) Lack of learning materials  

There is not enough learning material in the Sámi language or it is old and not culturally relevant.  

Lack of learning materials in schools in all three [Sámi] languages. 

Often, Sámi teachers prepare learn ing materials by themselves but they do not have enough time for all th is. 

Similarly, there are no teachers’ manuals in the Sámi language except for a few school subjects. Moreover, the problem 

in translated materials is their weak cu ltural basis. All in  all, there is not enough material to support teaching, not 

enough producers of learning materials, or work force to adjust the existing materials to Sámi pedagogy: 

Lack of ancillary staff.  

Overall, the school provides little information about the Sámi. 

9) Lack of the Sámi language proficiency  

Language is the foundation of teaching and culture. If there are no Sámi speakers, the whole Sámi pedagogy is 

shaken. 

There is lack of qualified  Sámi-speaking subject teachers. Pupils’ language proficiency varies great ly and parents do 

not necessarily speak the Sámi language at home or with other relatives. Sámi families’ language policy can be partly 

undefined because of the history of assimilation.  

According to the act of education, only part of education is provided in the Sámi langu age and that is too little. 

There is no Sámi School in Finland (although there should be). There is just the Finnish School.  

10) The Sámi’s insecurity 

Many of the participants recognized their own responsibility  as promoters of Sámi education but were ins ecure. And 

yet, without the Sámi people selves being active and setting the example, Sámi education cannot strengthen: 

The feeling that I cannot realize it (what if I hurt the children in case I cannot act in the right way).  

You could trust in your own Sáminess and want out Finnishness that affects everything, even your thoughts. You 

should dare to be Sámi at your work place as well. 

Moreover, teachers’ activity is not enough but parents and children have to participate. Without their part icipation, 

teachers have too many responsibilit ies to bear: 

Parents do not participate in school activities. 

B.  Means to Strengthen Sámi Pedagogy 

The participants were asked to discuss how to strengthen Sámi education. Their pract ical experiences, thoughts, and 

ideas were categorized into four partly overlapping groups. 

1) Positive attitudes and resources 

Positive attitudes toward Sámi pedagogy were considered a salient factor in the realizat ion of Sámi education. 

According to group discussions, Sámi pedagogy should become appreciated by the school community and also wider in  

the society. 

The school administration should commit to Sámi pedagogy so that Sámi teachers were not left alone when 

implementing teaching. 

The participants of this study highlighted that the arousal o f positive attitudes necessitates knowledge of Sámi 

pedagogy. Schools should provide in-service and continuing education in Sáminess and its educational special traits. 

Sámi teachers are true multiple skilled people who should also be recruited as prospect ive teachers’ in-service educators 

and learning material producers. 

Certain practical means could promote positive attitudes, too. Sáminess could be brought out in a positive manner in  

theme days at school and for example, the Sámi national day could be celebrated and consciously highlight Sámi culture 

in an appreciative way. 

In Inari, they presented a Sámi-speaking Christmas play in which all 1 and 2 –graders participated and at least 

pupils did not see any problem in it. 
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Sámi education should not be spared. 

2) A Sámi curricu lum and the Sámi language 

It was considered essential to create and implement a Sámi curriculum where the Sámi language has a central role. 

The curricu lum cannot just be an application of the Finnish curriculum but it should be based on  the Sámi’s premises. 

The core principle of curricu lum design should be equality and parity. Sámi children should have the same rights to 

have education that is based on their own culture than other ch ild ren have—and equality should not be used against 

Sámi children: 

As the dominant language at school is Finnish, Sámi children remain a minority. 

We need a totally separate and own Sámi School. 

3) Cultural-sensitive teaching arrangements 

According to the data, Sámi teachers among other experts of Sámi education wanted to wreck stereotype conceptions 

or prejudices concerning Sámi children’s background or future.  

Not all Sámi people are fishermen or reindeer herders. 

Traditional livelihoods are plied also as compound livelihoods, for example together with touris m and other service 

industry. The proportion of natural livelihoods in revenue and workforce is not very large but the cultural meaning is 

significant. They are not just livelihoods or professions but parts of a unique life style. Some of the Sámi still ea rn  their 

liv ing in tradit ional livelihoods but a considerable proportion of the Sámi work in modern professions (Saami 

Parliament, 2008). Still, the old myths seem to hinder the development also in the Sámi’s own cultural context.  

The Sámi conception of time, p lace, and knowledge necessitates a breakaway from the Finnish teaching practices. 

Even the smallest details make a good example: 

The classroom curtains could illustrate Sámi craftsmanship and colors. 

The school decoration could explo it traditional handicrafts (Sámi national dresses, guksi- carved birch drinking cup, 

Sámi kn ives, jewelry, tools, drums, decorations, etc.) that everyone had to be able to prepare previously. Pupils’ 

handicrafts should be laid  out as it  also increases pupils’ motivation at  school (see Pollack & Shuster, 2001). The Sámi 

construction culture and seasons were previously tied to their nomadic living style and hunting culture. It can also be 

taken into account in teaching arrangements: 

Pupils should be able to spend time in a tepee by the fire, do things that are part of Sámi culture and learn new. 

All this should happen through a holistic educational idea rather than offering just singular parts of Sámi cu lture. The 

Sámi group is small and therefore, new practices should be developed to make teaching more integrated and stable. It 

would be important to try new approaches—a sort of pedagogical revolution: 

Why could you not teach math and handicraft simultaneously? 

…nor would Sámi classes be forced to beg money for handicraft materials. 

4) The ideal Sámi School 

The participants described their idea of an  ideal Sámi School where everyone would speak the Sámi language and 

their language proficiency would be fu rthered through constant usage: 

There would be learning materials and various stages and levels to enhance language proficiency. 

This school would be everyone’s school and ―not a lonely island‖.  The school would support Sámi families and 

strengthen the family -centeredness which is typical of the Sámi culture. Thus, the school would support the Sámi’s 

story-telling tradition that would transmit trad itions from one generation to another: 

There would be a day care center and a retirement home with the school premises. 

Likewise, the princip les of peer learning, joint learning and action could be reinforced: 

Older pupils could guide the younger ones—and learn something new themselves. 

Togetherness, trust, appreciation, and responsibility for various school tasks would enhance pupils’ positive self -

image and be based on the Sámi story-telling tradit ion. Consequently, school premises and physical environment would  

be molded to represent the Sámi culture. The connection with nature should be preserved and thus, nature education and 

―night schools‖ would support the understanding of nature—the nature has offered the setting for life and livelihoods. 

What would be the physical environment—there would not be a school building but an eternal camping school . 

Everyone should share the knowledge and understanding about the objectives and goals of sc hool and education and 

all this would result in the well-being of Sámi culture and Sámi children: 

…so that the child would do well and have a strong self-esteem. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

The conference participants’ answers showed that the core of the Sámi School is to secure the Sámi language and the 

Sámi language teaching. In addition, it is important to strengthen the special characteristics of the Sámi culture and the 

contents of the Sámi pedagogy that are drawn from the culture (see also Darnell & Hoëm, 1996). Instead of providing 

singular pieces of the Sámi culture, the Sámi School is an entity and its values and operation are based on the Sámi 

values and way of thinking and the needs of the Sámi community and the multicultural society. 

These research results correspond to the recent publications that have brought out epistemological questions about 

research on indigenous peoples as well as special questions about rearing and education (e.g. Aikio -Puoskari, 2005;  

Balto, 2008; Hirvonen, 2004/2003; Kuokkanen, 2007; Smith, 2005). Studies on indigenous peoples’ teaching and 
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education around the world seem to elicit informat ion that concerns our research as well (see Darnell & Hoëm, 1996;  

Lipka et al., 1998). 

Furthermore, this study proves the need for the creation and realization of the Sámi School system toward the similar 

direction with the ones in Norway  and Sweden. According to Rauna Kuokkanen (2000), indigenous peoples’ education 

necessitates paradigmat ic change that alters the theory of knowledge and methods of acquisition of informat ion toward 

the holistic nature that is typical of indigenous peoples. This requires the context where the cultural and linguistic realit y 

at school is taken into consideration. 

Based on the perceptions from the field, we designed a model, a Sámi education developmental drum (see Figure 2) 

adopted from the Sámi culture. This drum symbolizes a thought that it is about the time to develop Sámi pedagogy, to 

use the drum for the Sámi-speaking Sámi education. All Finnish Sámi drums represent a three-d imensional worldview: 

upper, middle, and lower worlds. First they had transcendental meanings but later on more practical ones. Here, the 

drum also has three worlds. The Sámi language is located in the middle as it is considered  the most important factor. 

Other significant features represent teaching and other practical issues taking place at school while the third dimension 

covers societal environment and conditions. 
 

 
Figure 2. The developmental drum of Sámi education 

 

Language is one of the most significant factors of identity and its importance cannot be undermined when discussing 

the future of the Sámi as an indigenous people (Keskitalo & Määttä, 2011c). Thus, it is placed in the center of the model,  

in the middle world. In Finland, pupils who speak the Sámi language are taught main ly in the Sámi language. This 

wording may lead to a decrease in the Sámi language teaching among the decreasing number of Sámi pupils. In order to 

avoid the ext inction of the Sámi language, strengthen its development and avoid language change and assimilat ion 

trends, teaching in one’s native language should be guaranteed at every school level unequivocally. Furthermore, it is 

important to promote positive attitudes toward indigenous peoples among ot her populations. At the Sámi School, the 

Sámi language would be the teaching language of every school subject. Naturally, it is the question of economic 

investments, too: the organization of Sámi education should be financially  supported even when provided  outside the 

Sámi domicile area. 

The sustenance and development of language nest and language immersion methods are crucial when aiming at  

strengthening the Sámi language (see also Keskitalo, Määttä, & Uusiautti, 2011; 2012). They are important but need to 

be accompanied  with language revitalization (see Sarivaara, 2012). Sámi language courses should be arranged as in-

service training so that employees’ ability to speak and write in the Sámi language would improve and simultaneously 

they would appreciate their own language more. 

The school level, the upper world in the drum, includes special school-level arrangements. In order to not lose out to 

the Finnish language and the Finnish curriculum and school system, the Sámi School needs a curriculum, teaching 

premises and arrangements, and Sámi learn ing materials of its own. The Sámi selves have to be active and highlight the 

necessity of strengthening their own culture within school practices. Thus, their own history and knowledge about the 

modern Sámi community, Sámi craftsmanship (duodji), Sámi art, music (luohti, leu d́d) and story -telling tradit ion 

(máinnas) have a central role. The connection with the nature, the coexistence of the human being with the nature and 

traditional livelihoods is important. It means  that reindeer pasturage, fishing waters, courses, small-scale agriculture, 

picking culture and handicrafts are considered a part of cultural knowledge. The question is about appreciating cultural 

capital in schools (see Yosso, 2006). 
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Likewise, the Sámi conception of time, p lace, and knowledge can mold the realization of teaching (Keskitalo , 2010;  

Keskitalo & Määttä, 2011b). Pupils should be provided with positive experiences related to their own culture through 

play, story-telling, action, and participation. Teaching should be adjusted with the yearly cycle of the local Sámi 

community, trad itional seasonal work and changes that take place in the nature (Rasmus , 2004). If pupils cannot 

participate in reindeer herd ing and seasonal activities related to it (e.g. reindeer roundup) or if they are not allowed to 

see items that represent the Sámi culture, handicrafts, art, or other objects, at school, they will not learn to appreciate 

their cultural heritage (see also Chacón, Yanez, & Larriva, 2010). 

The central task of the school is to support the Sámi pupils’ identity: the school must provide chances to the 

development of a healthy self-esteem so that the Sámi pupils can have their Sámi identity without assimilation in the 

mainstream population (Keskitalo, Määttä, & Uusiautti, 2012). 

To sum, it  is necessary to take action to rat ionalize teacher education (cf. Cuban , 1993), strengthen virtual education, 

and create language revitalizat ion programs. Consequently, the third world in the drum represents the overall cond it ions 

that make the Sámi education possible. 

Sufficient economic resources are needed to start the action. Sámi-speaking teacher education should pay special 

attention to the teaching methods suitable for teaching pupils with various linguistic background s, to the forms of 

highlighting the Sámi culture, and to the problems of minority cultures. This kind of ext ra training should be arranged in 

the Sámi domicile area when it would be possible to participate in the train ing alongside work without hig h expenses (cf. 

Näkkäläjärvi & Rahko, 2007). Natural providers of education would be the Sámi Univers ity College (Kautokeino, 

Norway), Sámi Education Institute (Inari, Finland), University of Lap land (Rovaniemi, Finland), and Giellagas Institute 

at the University of Oulu (Oulu, Finland)—in collaborat ion. Likewise, early childhood education needs Sámi-speaking 

early childhood educators and preschool teachers. 

The starting point of Sámi education is challenging compared to the mainstream culture because it does not h ave all 

the material and support that are normally provided for language teaching. Actually the worldview differs from the 

mainstream culture insomuch that knowledge about learn ing should be constructed from a new point of view. Teachers’ 

in-service train ing could seize on this situation. Teachers should be informed of indigenous educational practices. 

Indeed, according to Barbara Seidl and Gloria Friend (2002) ―the development of sophisticated, culturally relevant 

pedagogies is a process that requires commitment over tie and lived experience‖ (p. 427). 

Because most of the Sámi children live outside the Sámi domicile area, it would be important to develop virtual 

education and provide necessary personnel and material resources to implement it. The Sámi Educa tion Institute has 

already started this work. 

In addition, the results suggest that co-operation with the wider Nordic community  is valuable both to Sámi teachers 

and pupils. Teaching should support pupils’ identify  with their national cultural heritage an d their sense of solidarity 

with the Sámi people who live in different countries (see also Cajete, 1994). Respect for the Sámi culture means also 

respect for mult iculturalis m (see also King & Schielmann, 2004; Macfarlane, 2004). Indeed, Sámi education could get 

new stimuli from the cu ltural sensitive education in North-America and New Zealand where students’ culture and 

experienced are given emphasis (e.g. Kirkeness , 1992;  2003; Lipka et al., 1998; Macfarlane, 2004). For example, the 

community elders take part in education as the bearers and transmitters of cu lture (Stiegelbauer, 1996). The aim is to 

enculturate children in the surrounding culture. 

VI.  DISCUSSION 

It was not until the 1970s when the Sámi education took root in school and the  Sámi’s own opin ions were taken into 

account in educational p lanning since the missionary period (Aikio -Puoskari, 2005) – part ly due to the awakening of 

Sáminess and the Sámi’s political rise. Our study showed that many things should still change to make t he Sámi School 

reform according to the guidelines that the participants of the conference talked about. Is this kind of a change possible? 

The school system is guided by world-wide economic, polit ical, and social tensions: schools have become places where 

teachers and pupils are controlled, supervised, compared, and considered liable for their act ion (see Youdell, 2011). 

There are many theorists whose ideas encourage us to interfere in today’s educational practices, shake inequality and 

dissolve ideas of normative knowledge, meanings, and subjects. Let us mention Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s 

(1987) concepts of the assemblage, becoming, and rhizomat ics. Michel Foucault’s (e.g. 1982) writings about resistances, 

practices of the self, and parrhesia/fearless speech and Judith Butler’s (1997) thoughts about performative polit ics, 

discursive agency, and collectivities. At times, these concepts seem arcane but their purpose is to introduce ways of 

interfering or question the prevailing ―normality‖ of the school. Besides, Deleuze and Guattari noted that they do not 

even want to become understood but actually misunderstood! 

Education is one of the most powerfu l state structures that instill and renew the dominant ideology. Education and 

rearing have conscious and unconscious influence on us. Education does not teach just practical skills, such as reading 

and math, but embeds societal moral rules, norms, and culture that teach how to speak and th ink right (see Hier , 2003). 

Consequently, it is possible to look for optional phrasings of question and challenge normative interpretations and 

ideologies. Indeed, unspoken viewpoints in the field of education and rearing belong to this category as well. If become 

informed of these issues, we are aware and realize what kinds of appreciations, practices, models, hidden effects, 
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resources, and social relationships are included in the daily schooling. At its best, awareness leads to critical d iscussions  

and enables us see new perspectives. 

In order to develop the Sámi School, it is necessary to listen to the active realizers of Sámi education, namely Sámi 

teachers. Not only do they have plenty of tacit knowledge but also ―conscious silence‖ that we have to listen to and take 

into account when aiming at strengthening Sámi pedagogy. At the Sámi teachers’ ideal school, premises are open, 

accessible and welcome to everyone; a place where everyone listens, hears, discusses; where teachers have time and 

interest in pupils’ ideas, thoughts, experiences, feelings, fantasies, and hopes; where mutual trust between various 

generations and genders is present; where the conception of knowledge and knowing has new forms; and where 

experiential and communal learning are g iven space (cf. Youdell, 2011). The ideal school is the one where cultural 

sensitivity and policies are recognized and acknowledged and which strengthens the cultural identity of its members.  

The Sámi culture has already seen glimpses of this kind of a school and therefore educational researchers and 

developers should not give up on looking for a better education. We want to provide starting points for a discussion that 

would hopefully lead to the more positive utilization of aspects of Sámi cu lture in the education system in Finland, and 

perhaps, it would contribute to the simila r discussion in the whole indigenous world. The dream of a Sámi School and 

Sámi pedagogy is realistic. 
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